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ABSTRACT

Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) are relatively common in the pediatric population, yielding several potential challenges across a wide range of skills and abilities. Cognitive-communication disorders are particularly prevalent, with implications for long-term academic and social outcomes. While considerable evidence exists for identifying and characterizing the effects of cognitive-communication deficits, evidence informing effective interventions is still emerging. This review includes discussion of individual factors that affect treatment needs and outcomes as well as evidence that supports cognitive-communication intervention approaches at both a fundamental/discrete and integrated level. Also addressed is the need for modifying contextual factors that may be barriers as well as augmenting facilitators of successful communication and participation, including collaboration with everyday communication partners and identification and use of appropriate accommodations. Overall, research suggests a growing trend toward interventions that are individualized, dynamic, and combine multiple approaches for cognitive-communication treatment after pediatric TBI.
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Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the reader will be able to (1) explain the importance of individual differences when designing a treatment plan for cognitive-communication disorders following pediatric traumatic brain injury; (2) contrast interventions for cognitive-communication disorders that support discrete, fundamental processes versus integrated, higher-order processes; (3) describe the current trend toward interventions for cognitive-communication disorders that incorporate multiple treatment approaches, are individualized, and are dynamic in delivery over time.
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A traumatic brain injury (TBI) to the developing brain can have significant long-term consequences, thus necessitating a continuum of care, including appropriate identification, dynamic assessment, collaborative treatment, and ongoing monitoring. While there is a growing body of research available on the impact of pediatric TBI to guide evidence-informed approaches to assessment, less evidence is available to inform best practices for treatment, particularly in later stages of recovery.

Due to the broad spectrum of deficits associated with TBI in youth, intervention planning involves consideration of many relevant factors. MacDonald demonstrates this range of needs in her model of cognitive-communication competence, which includes seven key domains to consider for assessment and treatment of brain injury: individual, context/environment, cognition, communication, emotional, physical, and communicative competence. Individual factors comprise both preinjury aspects such as age, sex, education, language style, and culture, as well as injury-related effects such as etiology, severity, location, and extent of neurological impairment. The context/environment domain considers the communication demands (e.g., academic, occupational, social) and the child's communication partners. For example, the communication demands of a preschooler will be markedly different than those of a high school student. The preschooler likely has more inherent predictability and cues built into her interactions with teachers and parents, while a high school student is required to carry a higher cognitive load through tasks demanding greater working memory, reduced response time, more complex forms of attention, and code switching between speaking with peers and multiple teachers. Therefore, treatment should target cognitive-communication skills that are most pertinent to the needs of the individual. Beyond targeting skills needed for day-to-day interactions, research supports training communication partners to increase communicative competence in several settings, including in the school, home, and community.

TBI can also cause physical impairments that should be considered when designing both assessment and treatment. Physical challenges experienced by a child with TBI might include, but are not limited to, fatigue, dizziness, sleep disorders, and hearing and vision impairments. Other possible physical conditions that are included in the wide range of possible therapy needs include motor speech disorders such as dysarthria and apraxia, affecting articulation, respiration, phonation, resonance, strength, coordination and speed of movement, and voice or prosody disorders affecting quality, loudness, pitch, and fluency. Additionally, the effects of emotional changes postinjury on communication and cognition should be considered during the treatment process. Emotional changes can include anxiety, stress, depression, posttraumatic stress disorder, anger, and changes to motivation and self-concept.

All communication modalities can be affected by TBI due to their interaction with cognitive, linguistic, emotional, physical, and contextual factors. The communication domain includes treatment considerations for auditory comprehension, verbal expression, reading comprehension, written expression, and pragmatics. The cognitive domain includes assessing and treating cognitive changes that will influence communication. When treating individuals with pediatric TBI, it is important to recall that the most common cause of communication disorders for this population is due to underlying cognitive impairments such as attention (sustaining, shifting, dividing), working memory (verbal and visuospatial), declarative learning, executive functions (e.g., abstract thinking, emotional regulation, planning), and social cognition. Though language disorders such as aphasia and speech disorders such as dysarthria can result from TBI, cognitive-communication disorders are the most common clinical finding. The cognitive processes commonly affected by TBI make up the foundation for higher-level communication skills across language domains (phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics) and modalities (listening, speaking, reading, writing). For example, deficits in language comprehension may arise from decreased working memory, as a student is attempting to process a large quantity of incoming information. Deficits in declarative memory may result in reduced...
expressive vocabulary, while deficits in executive functions may lead to shorter utterance length. Both of these deficits may present as overall reductions in expressive language. Therefore, treatment for cognitive-communication disorders generally focuses on cognitive deficits that affect communication. Using a model such as the cognitive-communication competence model, clinicians can ensure that the full range of an individual’s communication impairment is captured in a treatment plan.

Currently, treatment of pediatric TBI generally includes an interdisciplinary team working together to address these different domains to provide a holistic approach to intervention. Speech-language pathologists make up an important part of this treatment team during all stages of rehabilitation, from acute and inpatient to community-based interventions, in cognition and communication. Because the most common cause of communication disorders for this population is underlying cognitive impairments, the aim of this article is to summarize the current trends in related therapeutic interventions for children with TBI and to highlight several representative approaches.

INDIVIDUAL FACTORS

Before selecting a treatment approach, it is crucial to take into account individual factors related to the child. Multiple factors may be predictive of a child’s performance and recovery, and thus serve as important considerations for selecting appropriate interventions. According to a scoping review by Cermak and colleagues, one such factor to consider is the severity of the TBI, which can be predictive of cognitive-communication deficits facing the child, although it is not the sole predictor of performance. For example, Walz and colleagues compared the narrative discourse skills of children with moderate TBI, severe TBI, and orthopaedic injuries, and found that deficits differed between the three groups. Children with both moderate and severe TBI presented with reduced language production, less relevant story information, fewer gist propositions, reduced ability to answer explicit questions, and reduced ability to recognize unimportant facts, when compared with the orthopaedic population. Children with severe TBI also presented differently from those with moderate TBI, as those with severe TBI had significantly poorer story recall skills with poorer recognition of unimportant story details. Therefore, when designing treatment for a child with severe TBI, the clinician may choose to target discrete skills such as teaching story grammar and discriminating between important and unimportant information, while a clinician working with a child with a mild-to-moderate TBI may target treatment toward higher level skills such as extracting the central meaning (“gist”) of a passage.

Age at the time of injury is another individual factor that should be taken into account when planning treatment. A brain injury is likely to have a more significant impact on skills that are still developing or yet to be developed, compared with skills that are already well consolidated at the time the injury is sustained. Cermak and colleagues examined nine studies regarding age of TBI and performance measures and found that, in general, narrative discourse, reading comprehension, and high-level language skills appear most susceptible to early childhood TBI. When an intervention is provided at an appropriate developmental level for the child, outcomes are more promising for cognitive gains.

Individual contextual factors have also been found to affect recovery and thus have implications for intervention planning. Addressing contextual factors such as family stress, school supportiveness, and personal coping styles can improve outcomes. For example, improved therapeutic outcomes have been found when intervention has included or taken into account (1) parent and sibling training related to environmental modifications/supports, (2) the long-term effects of a TBI, (3) typical developmental milestones, and (4) advocacy in school environment. Psychosocial barriers for families of lower socioeconomic backgrounds (e.g., parental unemployment, accesses to transportation, ability of school to provide appropriate supports, ability to access outpatient rehabilitation services) also increase family stress; so, connecting families to resources should be a key consideration when developing a well-rounded treatment plan. Contextual factors
can be incorporated into treatment during any stage. Importantly, addressing contextual variables during therapy may boost the effects of treatment during the chronic stage of recovery when many patients have “plateaued” in other therapeutic areas.12

APPROACHES TO INTERVENTION

Typically, treatment approaches for cognitive-communication disorders are categorized into four types: restorative, compensatory, habitative, and functional/contextual.13 Restorative approaches provide direct therapy to restore or train lost functions (e.g., using a card sorting task to rebuild sustained attention). Conversely, compensatory approaches focus on capitalizing on retained abilities by implementing strategies to modify approaches to tasks. This includes providing accommodations for specific areas of deficit (e.g., short breaks during class time to compensate for decreased sustained attention). Compensatory approaches may also include the use of internal aids such as mnemonics, visual imagery, or chunking, or external aids such as calendars, checklists, timers, and headphones. A habitative approach focuses on training and retaining skills that are developing postinjury. Lastly, a functional/contextualized approach describes a treatment that targets personally meaningful goals that can be generalized to everyday activities, such as through goal attainment scaling, an evidence-supported technique whereby both the client and clinician collaborate to create goals and rate progress.14 These approaches to intervention are by no means mutually exclusive, as treatment often includes aspects spanning more than one category.

Interventions can also be categorized based on the level of complexity of the therapeutic tasks. Some interventions support basic cognitive skills or fundamental processes using a bottom-up approach, while others support higher-order processing using a top-down approach. The Colorado Department of Education brain injury manual5 provides a framework for considering these cognitive complexities using a “building blocks” analogy. They describe fundamental processes (or basic cognitive skills)—memory, attention, inhibition, sensory-motor, and processing speed—as the bottom building blocks to a pyramid. Without these fundamental processes or “building blocks” holding up the proverbial pyramid, higher-level cognitive skills will not be functional, as these lower-level skills serve as the foundation, “holding-up” the higher-level skills. Fundamental cognitive skills are often targeted using restorative, drill-based therapies. Higher-order focused interventions, in contrast, focus on the processing required for more complex skills such as reasoning, social cognition, and executive functions. These complex skills can be thought of as skills located “higher” on the cognitive pyramid because they require the functional integration of more foundational skills. Complex or higher-level skills may be bolstered through metacognitive, strategy-based, or compensatory approaches. While these treatment-approach categorizations make it easy to conceptualize different isolated treatment types, in practice, effective treatment should likely include elements of multiple approaches. For example, a drill-based short-term memory task (fundamental process), in which a patient is asked to repeat back a list of five items after a delay, can be considered restorative (with the goal of improving short-term memory ability) but can also include a compensatory component (using higher-order processing) by coaching the patient to use a strategy such as semantic chunking (i.e., considering categorical/thematic similarities) to retain the five items.

INTERVENTIONS SUPPORTING FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES

Interventions that support fundamental processes generally target basic cognitive skills using a bottom-up approach, including discrete cognitive skills or functions such as declarative memory, sustained attention, processing speed, or working memory. These interventions are typically implemented using drill-based approaches. Many are grounded in principles of experience-dependent neuroplasticity,15 leveraging elements of repetition, intensity, and specificity in their design to induce change. Overall, research supports the benefits of such cognitive interventions for children16; however, these methods are most beneficial for the cognitive skills directly targeted, with poor generalization to
nontargeted tasks or functions. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis of pediatric cognitive interventions found that interventions that targeted attention, working memory, and short-term memory showed sizable positive improvements for specific tasks in all three domains but only small positive effects on overall behavior rating scales and academic achievement in the areas of working memory and attention. Several methods have been used to target fundamental processes, including drill and practice methods, direct attentional training, and errorless learning. To improve efficacy and generalization of cognitive skills targeted by these fundamental approaches, there is a trend toward integrating therapy for fundamental processes with therapy methods that are supported by higher-order processing (e.g., combining a drill and practice approach with a metacognitive approach). Additionally, interventions supporting fundamental processes are most effective when specific therapy tasks are matched to the individual needs of the child. The following sections provide examples of methods targeting fundamental processes that can be strengthened using individualized and combined approaches.

**Direct Attention Training**

Direct attention training (DAT) is an intervention that is typically considered to be a stimulus, drill-oriented approach. DAT uses repetitive drills to target specific areas of attention (i.e., sustained, selective, alternating, divided), with the premise that overall attentional abilities can be improved by stimulating specific areas with repetitive exercises. In recent years, the evolution of DAT provides yet another example of the trend toward combined approaches, as some recent studies advocate for combining DAT drills with a metacognitive approach. One example of an intervention using this combined approach comes from a study by Galbiati and colleagues, who provided an attention-specific intervention with metacognitive strategy instruction to 6- to 18-year-olds with TBI. Children in the experimental group participated in 45-minute one-on-one training sessions, four times a week, for 6 months. Sessions included both computer-based and table-top attention drills with a focus on increasing the children’s awareness of their cognitive abilities. They found that the children in the experimental treatment group demonstrated significant improvements on global attention measures, as
well as in specific attentional areas of impulsivity control, omission errors, and adaptive behavior, demonstrating that attentional training combined with metacognitive strategies generalized to other cognitive-communicative skills.

Another example of this trend comes from Sohlberg and colleagues’ Attention Improvement Management (AIM) program. This computer-based intervention combines direct attention and working memory drills with the implementation of metacognitive strategies to improve cognitive processes impaired by TBI. Though the results from this pilot study were mixed, the study serves as another example of the trend toward combining DAT with metacognitive strategies. Furthermore, the variability of results reinforces the need for individualized treatment plans. Though AIM is a computer-based program created with the intent of decreasing the need for highly trained clinical decision making, researchers found clinical intervention necessary to override programming to adapt the training program to the individual needs of the participants during the clinical trial. For example, clinicians found that some participants required changes in the difficulty level of tasks to sustain attention or motivation. Clinical decision making was also used to select metacognitive strategies to fit the individual needs and preferences of participants. Modifications implemented to maximize the effectiveness of structured programs such as these demonstrate the need for dynamic and individualized interventions for children and adolescents with TBI. Computerized cognitive training programs, like DAT, which have been growing in popularity for both clinical and nonclinical use, can incorporate closed-loop models which provide real-time, quantitative feedback to facilitate dynamic adjustments. However, there is still limited evidence supporting their use over traditional cognitive treatments after pediatric brain injury.

Errorless Learning
Errorless learning is a technique in which patients learn target skills with minimized opportunities for errors. In this approach, the clinician enhances the environment so that the patient can only produce the correct answer. Errorless learning is typically used with persons who have severe memory impairments and generally includes breaking tasks into discrete steps and modeling the target behavior for the individual before each step. An example of this could be a clinician pointing to a visual calendar and saying, “Look, today is Friday. What day is it?” The expectation is that the patient will use the provided information to respond, “Friday.” Errorless learning discourages guessing and encourages immediate correction of errors based on the principle that eliminating interference from incorrect responses enhances learning. Errorless learning requires conscientious fading of supports and prompts.

While the use of errorless learning with adults who have sustained brain injuries is widely supported, evidence for its use with children post-TBI is extremely limited, and support for its efficacy is mixed. Haslam and colleagues compared trial-and-error learning to two forms of errorless learning, traditional errorless learning (therapist provides correct answers) and self-generation errorless learning (learner produces correct response given rich cueing and corrective responses from therapist). Participants, aged 11 to 16 years, completed word learning trials under each condition and were tested on word recall after a 5- and 20-minute delay. While typically developing children demonstrated no difference in word recall based on learning style, children with acquired brain injury demonstrated significantly improved recall for words from errorless learning conditions over the trial-and-error condition. No difference was found between traditional and self-generated errorless learning styles.

When the lens is narrowed from pediatric acquired brain injuries to TBI specifically, support for errorless learning is limited. Landis and colleagues used a within-subjects design to compare errorless learning with trial-and-error learning for memorizing declarative facts in youth specifically with TBI. Overall, they did not find support for the use of errorless learning over trial-and-error condition. To the contrary, they found that trial-and-error learning was more effective for initial learning of facts. Landis et al also found mixed results for the effectiveness of errorless learning for
retaining information over longer periods of time. Although they were unable to identify any specific age or severity level that consistently benefited from errorless learning over an alternative learning strategy across the extended time points, some trends were noted. Of interest, although errorless learning is often recommended for more severe memory deficits, they found the children with mild, but not moderate or severe, TBI retained information over a 2-day span better with errorless learning than trial-and-error learning. They also found an advantage of errorless learning for retaining information over a 7-day span, but only for younger children with mild TBI. The only time point at which errorless learning showed an advantage for children with severe TBI was at the longest retention test point (77 days after training), and this advantage was seen only for younger children who sustained a severe TBI. These differences again highlight the need for highly individualized approaches to intervention in pediatric TBI.

In further support of an individualized approach it is important to note that the evidence for errorless learning from Haslam and colleagues did not include participants younger than 11 years, while Landis and colleagues included children as young as 6 years, indicating that errorless learning may be less consistently beneficial for younger ages. Alternatively, the existing studies used different learning tasks (word learning vs. fact learning), indicating that the effectiveness of errorless learning may be task specific. However, more research is needed on the efficacy of errorless learning for children with TBI.

In summary, while direct methods targeting specific skills have been in practice for many years and have been shown to promote certain positive therapeutic outcomes, recent evidence points to strategies for strengthening these approaches, including accounting for individual differences when selecting and modifying treatments and incorporating multiple treatment approaches into an intervention plan. To optimize bottom-up interventions for cognitive-communication disorders, it is important to (1) individualize strategies, trajectory, and targeted skills to fit the unique needs of the child; (2) combine drill-based activities with components from other interventions such as incorporating the use of metacognitive strategies; and (3) diversify the environment of drills to include realistic contexts for better generalization. While research supports the effectiveness of these discrete cognitive interventions on the skills they target, employing bottom-up interventions alone does not appear to generalize well to broader measures of overall functioning.

**INTERVENTIONS SUPPORTING HIGHER-ORDER PROCESSES**

Interventions that address higher-order processes more naturally combine elements of different treatment approaches, based on the nature of the cognitive processes targeted. Although interventions targeting fundamental cognitive processes/skills are typically addressed in a bottom-up fashion, such as in the drill and practice methods described earlier, treatments supporting higher-order processes often engage a more top-down, strategy-based approach. Evidence from cognitive neuroscience, such as brain imaging studies informing the neural correlates of executive functioning, suggests that top-down control processes are goal-oriented, voluntary/volitional (not automatic), and internally driven (not stimulus driven) cognitive operations. To address these higher-order processes, treatments should aim to equip the individual with tools that can be employed repeatedly across dynamic task demands and real-life contexts. Through active collaboration, clinicians can help the child identify and utilize cognitive strategies to manage and perform daily tasks more effectively. To promote effective use of cognitive strategies, a therapeutic task must embed the strategy in meaningful academic or social contexts. To promote long-term generalization, practice must be intensive and ongoing, with the individual encountering multiple opportunities to use the strategy. Effective treatment must also address an individual’s motivation, knowledge base, environment, and other critical factors, and many aspects must be built into the intervention to support generalization and maintenance for functional use. Beyond direct intervention with the child, it is particularly important in a strategy-based approach to engage everyday communication
partners for carryover, when possible. Further, home program activities can engage parents to review and reinforce learned strategies with their child.

**Metacognitive Skills Training**

One cognitive-communication intervention category representing a strategy-based approach is the training of metacognitive strategies or behaviors that facilitate efficient allocation of cognitive resources and enhanced self-regulation, commonly utilized for individuals who exhibit difficulties with real-life executive functioning. Metacognitive skills training may involve teaching students to regulate their own behavior by breaking complex tasks into steps while thinking strategically, which can be taught while working on a child’s schoolwork as well as other everyday activities. These can include strategies which are engaged before a task is initiated (i.e., pre-task, such as goal setting), while a task is being done (i.e., on-task, such as checking progress), and/or upon completion of a task (i.e., post-task, such as review). Metacognitive strategies might include mental imagery, repeating/clarifying instructions, predicting task difficulty, taking a break, internal self-talk, external self-talk, and rewarding self. One example spanning several of these categories is training a child to use the “Goal-Plan-Do-Review” strategy, designed to address difficulties with self-regulation, or the metacognitive ability to formulate, enact, and monitor a plan of action in adherence with a goal. Such an approach is designed to facilitate a top-down, or “goal-driven” action/response and mitigate over-reliance on bottom-up, or “stimulus-bound” actions/responses. For example, a child engaging in a top-down approach while executing a complex task would reference his or her goal and plan to guide the next action, whereas a child using a bottom-up approach may determine the next action/response based on immediate environmental stimuli such as the objects present. Promoting self-driven, goal-directed action bears important implications for combating real-life breakdowns in executive functioning. Specifically, the Goal-Plan-Do-Review strategy provides a universally applicable, systematic tool for defining a goal, organization/planning, action initiation, self-monitoring/evaluation, and cognitive flexibility. Other metacognitive training tools include strategies for situational and self-awareness, whole body listening, and future thinking (such as putting on your “future glasses”).

**Strategic Learning Intervention**

Beyond applications to enhance metacognitive skills, such as in the context of addressing executive functioning, research has demonstrated that top-down, strategy-based approaches can also be utilized to enhance learning processes for youth with brain injury. Because pediatric TBI can have a significant impact on new learning, a forward-thinking approach is crucial in supporting students to take on escalating academic demands, particularly for key transitions such as from elementary to middle school or middle to high school. One such tool is strategic learning intervention, currently exemplified by Strategic Memory Advanced Reasoning Training (SMART), developed by Chapman and colleagues as a top-down, integrated approach which provides students with cognitive strategies to more effectively evaluate, manage, synthesize, and apply information. The efficacy of SMART has been previously evaluated across youth and adults, including evidence in both healthy/typically developing and clinical populations. Specifically, for adolescents with TBI at later stages postinjury (i.e., at least 6 months post-injury), a randomized controlled study of SMART versus an active, bottom-up memory strategy training revealed significant gains for individuals in the SMART training group. In particular, participants receiving SMART improved in their ability to perform abstract thinking, as well as improving in detail/fact recall and on standardized measures of executive function (i.e., working memory and inhibition). Individuals in the control group who trained with rote memorization strategies (e.g., flash cards, mnemonics, and visual associations) showed no significant improvements in any of the cognitive performance domains evaluated. Overall, findings support the idea that facilitating top-down processing of information may also positively impact fundamental, bottom-up
processes (such as improved ability to recall important facts) and further generalize to cognitive control processes (such as working memory, inhibition, and cognitive flexibility) engaged during strategic learning.

Strategic learning intervention was informed and supported by seminal research in cognitive science which has revealed that the brain is better at extracting central meaning than storing details, in that memory for “gist” is more resilient than memory for specific details.\textsuperscript{35,36} Furthermore, the ability to form bigger ideas while suppressing irrelevant details can help one think faster and more efficiently when engaged in complex information processing (i.e., thinking smarter, not harder). By equipping students who experienced TBI with strategies to engage in top-down thinking, particularly when faced with discourse-level information such as class lectures and academic texts, they are less likely to “get lost in the details and miss the big picture.” Moreover, consolidating and synthesizing new information can become more manageable, thus potentially mitigating feelings of “information overload” due to strained cognitive resources.\textsuperscript{37} For example, in this program the first SMART strategy trained promotes discrimination between important and unimportant/less relevant information, with intentional blocking (e.g., crossing out) of the unimportant information before focusing on key points. Consider this approach an alternative to the standard “highlighter” approach. See Fig. 1 for a description of each of the SMART strategies.

For younger learners, strategic learning can be stimulated through activities promoting identification and discussion of main ideas/concepts rather than focusing on detail-level recall. Strategic learning can also be supported through creative games or crafting activities involving identifying, following, and/or relaying the main or most critical steps/directions.\textsuperscript{38}

To further optimize the top-down learning process, it is important to (1) use questions and other techniques to increase metacognitive awareness; (2) push for depth of understanding over breadth of recall; (3) promote integration of knowledge—connecting new information to one’s own knowledge/experiences; (4) collaboratively plan and create opportunities for transfer, generalization, and application of what is learned; and (5) encourage students to connect seemingly unrelated subjects and ideas and derive their own questions. These techniques can be trained and implemented across communicative contexts and partners.

**MODIFYING THE COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT**

In general, when engaging with the child’s everyday communication partners (e.g., parents, teachers), it is important to identify and
promote potential changes outside of the child (e.g., external strategies) that can maximize his or her cognitive-communication success. This first necessitates observing the child’s behaviors in context and describing the problem (e.g., child keeps asking the same questions over and over again). One can then better understand how to relate the observed behavior to an underlying cognitive-communication impairment (e.g., how it may be related to a cognitive skill, such as poor memory). When a child is having difficulty, support needs to be provided at that moment—family members, teachers, and friends need an arsenal of strategies to guide interactions in positive directions. Key communication partners need to recognize their own interaction style and the effect that style may have on the child, taking steps to bring about change in the child’s performance. Ultimately, the goal is to guide communication partners in identifying and modifying their manner and style in response to the child’s everchanging strengths and needs. In addition to providing a better understanding of the child’s cognitive strengths and weaknesses, a clinician can deliver ongoing coaching in cognitive skill development and improved teaching approaches or instructional strategies more sensitive to the child’s current profile of cognitive abilities. Other helpful changes may include use of external supports (e.g., posted reminders/visual cues, removal of distractions). The clinician should work with caregivers to consider how to best facilitate opportunities for dynamic, interactive engagement, including permitting adequate response time, arranging the physical environment to support effective communication, reinforcing the student’s communication attempts, making the student aware of others’ responses, and welcoming discussion of frustrations, concerns, difficulties, and successes to inform and promote both self-insight and self-advocacy.3

CONCLUSION
Cognitive-communication abilities are not only highly interrelated but also multifaceted and dynamic in terms of development and demand. Therefore, in working with students with TBI, it is important for clinicians to think “deep and wide” to best support and equip students with the skills needed for cognitive-communication success across their ongoing recovery, development, and academic pursuits. As we have discussed, clinicians must consider several important questions during cognitive-communication treatment planning for an individual student. These questions span academic, motivational, situational, and personal factors. Clinicians should also strive to engage, empower, and equip the child’s everyday communication partners, particularly the family and teachers. Ultimately, an individualized, functional, dynamic approach to cognitive-communication intervention is key to promoting global gains.
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